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Questions...

* Facebook in class. Seriously, y’all.
* Think of this as a job. Be respectful!
* Is design a reason for slower technological advance?
Seems like change happens slowly?

* Galloway -- was she mocking the idea of what companies
like IBM are doing?
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Internet of Things
IBM, 2010
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sfEbMV295Kk
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Internet of Things

Anne Galloway & team, 2014
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http://countingsheep.info/
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As We May Think
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•

Wikipedia: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
As_We_May_Think

•

The Atlantic: http://
www.theatlantic.com/magazine/
archive/1945/07/as-we-maythink/303881/
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The World’s Fair
•

•

State of the Art Technologies

•

For example, the Great
Exhibition, 1851

•

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Great_Exhibition

Utopianism

•
•
•

For example, 1964 World’s Fair
Promises of the space age
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
1964_New_York_World
%27s_Fair
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Reading Responses

* You need to show me that you’ve read the material. That is
the point.

* I have added additional questions on the remaining reading
responses to help you with this.
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Thursday Reading
1. Give a 2-sentence summary of what “value sensitive design” is.
2. Explain what limitations or problems LeDantec et al. find with existing VSD, and briefly summarize what
they propose to do differently.

3. Brainstorm a list of values that are important to your project for this class. List at least 4 values. For at

least 2 of these values, reflect on the meaning of the value in the context of your project. Your reflection
should address all of the following questions:

1. What does the value mean in the context of your project?
2. Who is the value is important to?

3. Does the value have different meanings or are there multiple ways to enact it?
4. How is technology related?

Ex: In family life, family members often value ‘togetherness.’ This value is about spending time or being

with another family member, and feeling connected. People sometimes enact this value by turning off their
phones around the dinner table in order to feel more present and in the moment with other family

members. Other times people enact this value by using their phones to share a photo with someone who

cannot be present. The same technology (a phone) can be both supportive of this value (when people use it
to share pictures), and can threaten this value (when people feel it is distracting).
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Interviews!
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Why conduct interviews for HCI Design?

* Collect first-hand accounts of experience
* Learn about opinions, attitudes, and perceptions
* Connect directly with potential users (or non-users)
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Kinds of Interviews: Structured
* You know a lot about what you want to learn from the interviews
* Strict set of carefully designed questions
* Easy to control the interview -- getting what you want, and in the
time you have; you can compare data across participants easily

* Can be hard to make participants feel comfortable; can feel very
formal and impersonal

* Think of this as a sort of like an interactive survey
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Kinds of Interviews: Semi-structured or Unstructured
* You are in a more exploratory phase of research
* You have a guiding set of topics or questions, but you let the interview

proceed more conversationally, learning about what’s important to the
participant

* Participants usually feel comfortable, quickly
* Harder on the researcher’s part to keep the conversation on topic; and
to not take up too much time

* You can think of this as a guided conversation
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Who to Interview

* Experts & Novices
* Users & Non-Users
* Stakeholders

* Individuals v. Pairs v. Groups
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Kinds of Interviews: Out of
Context
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•

+ Everyone’s focus and attention
is on the interview

•

- Neither you nor your participant
can refer to artifacts or ask
questions as things come up.

•

- You might not know what is
important to ask about.
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Kinds of Interviews: In
Context
•

+ You can ask about things as
you see them happening

•

- Lots of distractions!
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Contextual Inquiry
•

Kolko on CI from Wicked Problems

•
•
•
•

What is it?

•

Photo from Benjamin Voss’s
website, where you can also read
more about an example of CI

How do I do it?
When should I use it?
What is the output, and how can I
use it?
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Asking Questions
From Spradley, The Ethnographic Interview
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Elements of The Ethnographic Interview

* Explicit Purpose
* Ethnographic Explanations
* Ethnographic Questions
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The Interview Process

* The process of building rapport
* Apprehension
* Exploration
* Cooperation
* Participation (this takes lots of time!)
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Contrasts with Conversations (Tips & Tricks!)

* Turn taking is less balanced. Let the informant talk more.
* Repeating replaces the normal rule of avoiding repetition
* Expressing interest and ignorance occur more often, but
only on the part of the ethnographer (interviewer)

* In place of the normal practice of abbreviating, the

ethnographer encourages expanding on what each person
says
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Asking Descriptive Questions

* Grand Tour Questions
* Mini-Tour Questions
* Example Questions
* Experience Questions
* Native-Language Questions
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So what about planning stuff. Did you pack a lot of food boxes and stuff
like that or did you buy stuff as you went?
A little bit of both.
I think I sent. Oh, I don't remember the exact number but probably

14 or 15 boxes that I had packed already. it was about half-and-half
I think.

oh nice
For the win! Yeah. So I kind of cheated on that; and I altered it a

little bit because some of the places he didn’t ship boxes to, I just
thought it would just be easier to ship a box, so.

yea. How’d you make those decisions like how'd you come up with —
how’d you know that his plan had flaws?

Just based on recommendations from people online; just reading

Well I just looked at — I think he had like 26 — 26? resupplies in

Yea, as far as the packing goes, I had to buy all that food in advance

a couple of them like he hitched to Julian and all that, where— and I

like mailing me cheese and that kind of thing, so, I made a list. And

ridiculous because I can go five, six days without a resupply. So I

blogs and stuff. Anything that wasn’t accessible I did food.

total or something? I think that was kind of universal. So, I looked at

and all but. Yeah, my mom was super capable of perishable stuff,

just looked at the days in between and just thought it was kind of

she did that. And then expanded on it which was awesome. So.

didn't need to hike out. It seemed like more of a pain in the ass. And

yeah. So your mom handled mailing stuff as you went?
yeah
she was your resupply person?
yep. Gave her 400 bucks and said ship me stuff! Yeah, it was good.
um, and you got, you got your plan of where to mail things from reading
blogs of other hikers from years past, or?

Yes yes what was it that guy Eric the Black has a website of all the

I’m really glad I did because I didn’t need to hitch nearly as much as
other people.

I'm going to carry a little more food than most so that we can yeah
that's kind of true I just kind of I didn't know anything so when you
don't know anything you have a lot of freedom A lot of freedom to
play so

So you didn't like do a lot of research other places or buy yogi’s guide—
you didn't have yogis book right?

stuff. And that actually ended up — I didn't know about Craig's

No. I had half miles maps and those guides on my kindle that I

research I just found Erika Black has a little trip planning tool and I

So pretty much it was half miles maps, and, uh, erik the blacks’

planner you know OTC’s planner. I didn't really do a huge amount of
actually just still framed his YouTube video of all of his resupplies
and copied those directly.
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ended up never using except for those trivia little bits and baubles.
resupply thing.
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because otherwise it’ll get really boring. So you
so you said you felt like it was fun
oh yeah.
yeah?
absolutely. Yet I had a great time. [interspersed
laughter] I mean every day. And you learn so
much about yourself when you’re walking by

can literally, follow little nodes of thought. I think
of it like word association so you’re like, ‘snow
white!’ ‘white snow!’ you know ‘snow avalanche’
‘water treat--’ and just where your mind is going
is like wooooooooo and you do that for hours
and hours and hours
and it got so cool you know by northern

yourself. And all. And learned that I’m a little bat

California or whatever

shit [laughter & can’t understand]

where your days pass so fast

what does that mean?
Oh man. I just. I mean. See, you had, uh, you had
luke and all. But for me it was just -- and i loved
it after a while because you just. your brain just
goes all sorts of places and you like learn to not
even inhibit it.
uhhuh

because, uh, you’re not dreading any moment of
it you’re just getting up and you're walking and
seeing stuff but after a while you don't even
really -- if it’s not extreme, you don't even
notice it
yeah
you just, you know, and your brain is just going
all sorts of fun places. so it was fun.
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For your project - Interviews!
* You should come prepared to discussion on Friday with a list of at least 10
questions you want to ask in your interviews.

* You should have at least 1 question of each of the 5 types that Spradley
identifies.

* Thursday we will talk about photo-elicitation interviews.

* First 30 min: You will pair up and spend 15 minutes each trying out these

protocols on each other (this counts as one of the interviews for your project
milestone).

* You will break into groups & revise your interview protocols based on the
experience.

* You should conduct at least one additional interview after discussion with
someone who is not a member of the class.
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Brainstorming Questions
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